
Information about data supply:

Our System MacPro 5,1
AGFA Workflow ApogeeX
Digital proofing
Digital plate exposure

Data carrier CD, DVD, USB-Stick, FTP-Upload, WeTransfer.com, mail@ornamin.de
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- Please create all data in CMYK (+special colours).
- Save images with the minimum resolution of 300dpi (related to the final image).
- Also send along text copy (screen and printer fonts), linking or embedding them.
- Create data as unimposed single pages.
- Truncated pages should have a trapping of 3mm at the cutting edge.
- Additionally, we can send you a colour-binding digital proof.

The same basics as described above apply to these formats that are independent from the platform.

Basics

- We are working with the DTP programmes Adove InDesign, Illustrator, and photoshop up to version CS6 on Mac.
Please supply all fonts and linked images in separate folders. The main advantage of open files is that we can 
quickly and easily correct incorrect data in our office. These are some disadvantages compared to PDF-files:

- When we correct the files, your data is not up to date.
- A PDF-file corrected by you is easily re-mailed.
- Large data volumes have to be transferred.
- Linked pictures or fonts in use are quickly damaged, exchanged or left out.

Open Files

In the last few years PDF files have become established in the printing industry as the format for data transfer.
Optimally, you use the Acrobat-Distiller by Adobe to create your PDF-files. You can also chose the setting
PDF/X3 that Adobe also supplies. Aside from Adobe Distiller other software tools also deliver acceptable results.
Ergebnisse. The minimum requirements for a printable PDF-file are:

- The PDF should be at least version 1.3.
- The PDF has cutting marks and – if needed – 3mm bleed.
- Fonts are embedded into the PDF.
- The resolution for images is at least 300dpi (Bitmap 1.200 dpi).
- As a standard, the PDF is composite CMYK.

To be able to view the PDF document on screen, you should activate the overprinting preview (please see
Acrobat help function). As special colours may lead to complications in the composite-display, please verify the
correct separation in Adobe Acrobat (separation preview from version 6 on). In some older layout programmes
this only works with a separated display.
We should be pleased to assist you in case of any problems.

PDF-files

Postscript
and EPS

Data with
white backing

Pixel pictures:
The white backing is to be embedded as a spot colour channel into the file, please diminish the white backing 
by minimum 0.25 to 0.3 mm (not pixels!). For screen printing, please diminish by 0.4 mm. The file is to be saved 
as photo shop format (psd).
Vector graphics:
The white backing is to be created as a spot colour, and please diminish the white backing by minimum 0.25 to 
0.3 mm. For screen printing, please diminish by 0.4 mm. The white backing is to be arranged on the very top 
(layers: above all other colours), and start “overprinting”.


